The primary aim of numerical taxonomy is to provide classifications which are precise, repeatable and predictive. This quantitative basis of taxonomy was first applied to biological classifications and led to the realization that group making should follow certain established principles and not just happen. The logical and sequential steps involved, though in practice not always consciously separable, can be applied to all branches of knowledge. The steps are:
(1) Collection of data on the entities to be classified.
(2) Measurements, based upon chosen criteria, are made of the resemblance between entities.
(3) Entities which resemble one another closely are grouped together. (4) The groups are examined and properties which characterize them are abstracted and used for identification or differential diagnosis. This sequence must be followed; it is not possible to devise diagnostic characters before group formation: computers can and will increasingly be used to do most of the time-consuming and repetitive work involved.
In medicine numerical taxonomy can be applied in the construction of disease classifications and in differential diagnosis. It will be particularly helpful in the description and definition of diseases where the current classification is complex, confused and controversial. The technique is applied in bacteriology where improved classification will be of medical as well as of taxonomic importance. The technique might profitably be applied to the allied fields of virology and mycology. Access to computers and the application of numerical techniques in diagnosis has allowed studies, previously virtually impossible, to be made. In electrocardiography it is now possible to obtain, interpret and classify any number of ECG measurements using complex statistical classification techniques. There are problems to be encountered in a taxonomic analysis of data from patients with liver disease. The application is an example of applied taxonomy, seeking to classify data usually recorded in clinical practice in such a way that the resulting classification shall be the best obtainable for a specific purpose, namely that the categories so formed should be clinically meaningful.
The data for the analysis were derived from 700 patients representing some 50 diseases of the liver and consisted of over 300 characters relevant to these diseases which were recorded on each patient on their first admission to hospital. The characters (symptoms, signs and test results) from each patient were recorded on a pro forma in a conventional form with a minimum of distortion and coded in such a way that they could readily be checked for consistency and completeness by
